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John is amazing. I'm not even sure where to 
begin, whether it’s dealing with last minute bus 
passes, or dental issues, or with payment for 
Walmart. John goes above and beyond every 
time. I feel like he always has an open line of 
communication for questions and never seems 
bothered by them. John is an amazing assets to 
me as a Case Manager. John always goes above 
and beyond to make sure clients have what they 
need. I don't think in my time at Imagine! there 
has ever been an instance where I haven't been 
able to get an answer for my questions when 
it comes to John. He is really one of the most 
valuable assets to the team here at Imagine! 
and I feel that it needed to be recognized, due 
to the countless times he has gone above and 
beyond for clients to get what they need when it 
comes to bus passes, vision, or anything else he 
takes care of on his end.

Excellence in Customer Service

Thank you, John, for all you do, and congratulations!

The following was included in John’s nomination:

July 2021

John Pacheco 
 Business Office

Know an Imagine! employee providing exceptional service? Nominate them for the
Excellence in Customer Service Award! (http://bit.ly/ImagineExcellence)
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Employment First Series: Part 1 of 3

Employment First legislation was passed in Colorado in 2014, and Employment First efforts 
have been underway nationally since the early 2000s, with many states passing legislation 
as early as 2009. It’s been seven years, but we are still in the early phases of the cultural 
transition necessary to fully embrace Employment First as a state. I thought I would take 
some time over the coming months to talk to you all about Employment First: what it means, 
why it matters, and how we’re working to build an Employment First culture at Imagine!. In 
Part 1, we’re focusing on the basics.

What is “Employment First?”

The term “Employment First” is a statement that employment is the first and preferred 
outcome for all individuals, regardless of level of disabilities. It is meant to reflect the belief 
and value that everyone is capable of full inclusion in the workforce, and of working in 
Competitive Integrated Employment (CIE). As a policy, it represents the commitment to 
engage in the systems and cultural changes necessary to achieve this vision.

What is Competitive Integrated Employment (CIE)?

CIE is the foundation of Employment First. It refers to work that:
• Is compensated at or above minimum wage and at a rate comparable to the customary 

rate paid by the employer to employees without disabilities performing similar duties and 
with similar training and experience;

• Provides the same level of benefits provided to other employees without disabilities in 
similar positions. This could include anything from an in-store discount to health insurance 
to stock options and profit share (For real! I once knew a participant who was set to retire 
as a millionaire);

• Takes place at a location where the employee interacts with other individuals without 
disabilities to the same extent that someone in the same or similar position would have 
the opportunity to engage with others; and 

• Presents opportunities for advancement similar to other employees without disabilities in 
similar positions.

So, why does Employment First matter? Tune in next month to learn more!
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the talented providers of Broomfield and 
Boulder counties to ensure that clients of the 
ASD Program have a wide variety of service 
options to meet each of their individual and 
unique needs.

Family Support
by Claire Gritton

This month, we have been working hard to 
support our families with our annual Most 
In Need (MIN) assessment.  While we are 
still determining our grant amounts, we 
wanted to make sure that we were getting 
ahead in communicating with families.  The 
assessment scoring process is quite involved, 
but even after our deadline, we still received 
over 400 back and more continue to come 
in!  This is giving us a good idea of how many 
individuals need to be funded, and what 
the dollar amount should be for our Low, 
Moderate, and High MIN scores.  Thank you 
to our Business Support team for their hard 
work receiving and processing!

In addition, with our reminder e-mails, the 
Navigators are getting an incredibly high 
volume of calls/e-mails to ensure families 
are getting them in.  The Navigators work 
hard every day to provide the families with 
this information and work alongside the rest 
of the team to provide the best customer 
service. 

Next month, we will start our receipt 
verification process.  In Family Support, 
providing receipts at the end of fiscal year 
is a requirement in order to be grant eligible 

ASD Program
by Emma Goodenow

In the past six months or so, as we continue 
to get closer and closer to "normal,"  
consumers of Imagine!'s ASD Program are 
excitedly getting ready to return to in-person 
services after the majority of them have spent 
the last year in their own homes.  The ASD 
Program has recently made a policy change 
that allows for services such as summer 
camps, sports teams, enrichment programs, 
and classes of interest to be more accessible 
to the families of the ASD Program.  Families 
have been grateful for this change and have 
enrolled their children back into summer 
camps, hobby exploration programs, sports 
teams, overnight adventure camps, and other 
fun and engaging programs to get them back 
to socializing, exploring their community, and 
developing their personal interests.  This was 
a very welcome change for the program and 
we are so happy to see so many the people 
we serve get back into action!

In January, the ASD Program held Town Halls 
to connect with members of the community 
and spread the word that there were open 
funding slots available in the community. 
Since then, all ASD Program funding slots 
have been filled and we have been able to 
continue connecting with providers and ASD 
advocates in the community.  We have added 
five new providers to our network of Imagine! 
contracted providers in order to offer more 
options for services for our clients/families 
in the ASD Program.  The ASD Program 
looks forward to continuing to connect with 
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Case Management
by Kristen Lundy

As we are nearing the end of the fiscal 
year, Case Management finds itself in the 
same shuffle that we experience every year 
at this time. We are diligently working to 
complete end of the fiscal year reporting for 
the department of Health Care Policy and 
Financing (HCPF), as well as to complete 
quarterly monitoring visits for the over 1,200 
individuals that we serve. In addition, we are 
also in the process of enrolling 52 individuals 
into the DD waiver, with an authorization 
date of July 1st. To support these enrollments 
and to ensure that families have all of the 
necessary information to make an informed 
decision, Imagine! Case Management has 
been hosting informational sessions. Our first 
session was June 22nd and went incredibly 
well, with lots of attendees who were 
actively engaged with the content. I have 
been fortunate to have a team of proactive 
leaders in our department who have put in 
a lot of hours to prepare for these sessions 
and ensure that families leave with all of their 
questions answered. Special THANK YOU to 
Emma Perlmutter, Michelle Seamars, Daniel 
Reizenstein, and Angela Rauscher for all of 
their hard work getting this information out 
to Case Managers and families as quickly as 
possible.

for the next year.  This will take work from 
all members of our team to sort and organize 
over 350 family's receipts, then pass them 
to the Navigators to confirm the family has 
received them.  The Family Support team 
is constantly making sure we are not only 
providing the best customer service, but also 
making sure all State requirements are met 
before the end of the year.  

As always, it is apparent how passionate our 
whole team is to provide the best services for 
our families and we look forward to the new 
fiscal year! 

Crisis Management
by Emma Perlmutter

Crisis Funding has primarily been used to 
assist with overdue rent and utilities.  This 
month, funding was also used to help a 
family track a heart arrhythmia for their child.  
This child cannot utilize traditional medical 
equipment due to her sensitivities to the 
adhesive on the equipment.  We funded the 
purchase of a watch to track her heartbeat.  
This allows her to remain active and not have 
to carry her cellphone everywhere she goes.  
We also funded the data plan that comes 
with the watch because the doctor needs 
one year worth of data.  The family could not 
afford to add another device to their phone 
plan for an entire year.  I met the mom at a 
TMobile to pay for the data plan.  I could see 
in person how much this child loves to run 
around. It was clear this device was the best 
fit for her lifestyle. 
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Fuel card not working at the pump?
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The flavor is a dairy free mint gelato with a
thick fudge swirl – and it is called Imagine! Swirl
of Opportunity, a play on our mission of
creating a world of opportunity for all abilities.
The flavor was created as part of Gelato Boy’s
“Gelato for Good” series, where they partner
with local non-profits to create custom gelato
flavors. All proceeds from the sale of Imagine!
Swirl of Opportunity go directly to Imagine! to
help us meet our mission. 

We couldn’t be more delighted to be part of
this sweet partnership. You can purchase pints
of this amazing flavor by going to one of their
shops (they have two in Denver, and two in
Boulder). The pints will also be available soon
for ordering and shipping nationwide on their
website.

Fun bonus info: The pint artwork was created
by Ian Markiewicz, who accepts services from
Imagine!.

PS – wanna see a video of the flavor being
made? Check this out.

Imagine! has its own flavor of gelato, thanks

to the wonderful folks at Gelato Boy! 
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Nov. 1st at 12pm & 

Nov. 3rd at 5pm

Cultivating Holiday Ease

hosted by Elevations Credit

Union

 Lunch and Learns 2021

Aug. 2nd at 12pm &

Aug. 4th at 5pm

Designing a

Harmonious Life 

hosted by Elevations

Credit Union

Sept. 27th at 12pm

Striking a Healthy

Financial Balance

hosted by Wells Fargo

Dec. 6th at 12pm & Dec. 8th at 5pm
Retirement Basics hosted by

Elevations Credit Union

Jul. 27th at 12pm 

Paying for College 

hosted by Wells Fargo

RSVP to Chelsea Jackson at
cjackson@imaginecolorado.org 

 to receive Zoom link

Aug. 23rd at 12pm &

Aug. 25th at 5pm

Family Health 

hosted by Kaiser

Permanente

Oct. 26th at 12pm
ID Theft and Fraud

Prevention 
hosted by Wells Fargo
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BENEFITS
spotlight

Employees who meet Imagine! benefit requirements are eligible for this benefit.

The rising temperatures during the 
summer make it a perfect time to enjoy 
the outdoors with friends and family. 
However, you should keep these safety 
tips in mind so you can focus on having 
fun:

SUMMERSUMMER

Grilling
Make sure grills are constantly 
monitored and placed at least 
3 feet away from all other 
objects.

Heat and Sun Safety
Protect your skin from the 
sun by applying sunscreen 
regularly and by wearing 
clothing with tightly woven 
fabrics, a hat and sunglasses.

Insect Bites and Allergies
Use waterproof insect 
repellents to prevent insect 
bites. Also, consider taking 
over-the-counter medication to 
alleviate any allergy symptoms.

Swimming
Talk with local officials or 
lifeguards before swimming 
to make sure water conditions 
are safe.

Staying Hydrated
Keep in mind that exposure to 
the sun makes it easy to get 
dehydrated. Make sure to drink 
some water every 15 minutes, 
even if you aren’t thirsty.

Fireworks
Read and follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions 
when using fireworks and keep 
them away from children at all 
times.

Safety Tips
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July Anniversaries

CS - Community Services
ES - Employment Services
SA - School Age Services
RS - Residential Services
AD - Administration
DS - Dayspring
CM - Case Management
EI - Early Intervention
MH - Mental Health
FSSP - Family Support
IT - Information Technology
FO - Foundation
NS - Nursing
PR - Public Relations
ES - Emergency Systems
BO - Business Office
SC - Service Coordination
HR - Human Resources
BEH - Imagine! Behavorial 
Services
MH - Mental Health
ASD - Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Program
FRE - Family Recruited Employee

Department Key
Jul-01 Jenna Sallee FRE 22
Jul-01 Amanda Lewis FSSP 2
Jul-02 Phyllis Villar SC 20
Jul-02 Adeline Fleegel CM 3
Jul-03 Maria Womer RS 4
Jul-05 Heather Forsyth SC 16
Jul-06 Thupten Chonden RS 12
Jul-08 Tara Spires RS 2
Jul-10 Bryce Dietz CM 4
Jul-10 Kristin Fischer RS 8
Jul-13 Natalia Browne CM 1
Jul-14 Jolie Bernstein SC 24
Jul-14 Steph MacAlpine SC 7
Jul-14 Jacquelyn Bornstein ES 13
Jul-14 Jamie Crawford RS 13
Jul-15 Brittany Cart RS 8
Jul-15 Lena Linares CM 2
Jul-15 Jill Johnson NS 13
Jul-16 Michelle Breault CM 6
Jul-16 Madalyn Grosshans RS 3
Jul-18 Niccola Young CM 5
Jul-20 Britt Mcwilliams RS 6
Jul-21 Patti Micklin FO 7
Jul-21 Philip Robinson RS 13
Jul-22 Casey Stelter CM 2
Jul-22 Cara Sheridan PR 2
Jul-28 Paula McCormick RS 7
Jul-29 Micah Rountree IT 2
Jul-30 Anna Knott HH 3
Jul-31 Michael Mitter SA 4
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July Collage


